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ASSIGNMENT FOR POWER FOR TODAY

Deadline: MAR 4 1964

POWER FOR TODAY, the daily devotional guide, is being widely used by thousands of families and individuals. It is our earnest prayer, as it goes into its fourth year of publication, that its usefulness may be increased, that more family worship may be encouraged, that more individuals will take time for daily Bible study and prayer. If you have contributed by your writings in the past, we are grateful.

Would you please write on the enclosed copy sheet an article on any helpful Bible theme of your choosing?

1. Not more than 200 words in the body of the article.

2. Do apply scripture to practical everyday life.

3. Use an illustration where possible.

4. If it is suitable, the articles may be written in the first person, since this makes it easier for the reader to apply it to his own life.

5. Remember that many of your readers are young.

6. Do not abbreviate scripture references. (I John 3:4)

7. The scripture to be read should be between 6 and 14 verses.

8. The Bible thought may be a verse from the passage to be read or any other on the theme selected

9. The hymn should be fairly familiar.

10. Pray with us that your article will be the means of increasing devotion to God and His Word in the hearts of many readers.
MEMO:

TO: POWER Writers

FROM: Jim Bill McInteer

Helen and Norvel Young, the able co-editors of POWER FOR TODAY have asked that I guest edit the May-June issue of the magazine. This assignment is pleasantly accepted because it gives me the chance to ask for the usage of your talents.

I would like us to do an issue on Kings and Queens of the Bible. You will find your assignment identified with a red check mark listed below. Attached is the style and instruction sheet to further assist you in doing a good job. **OUR DEADLINE IS MARCH 4th. PLEASE GET ME YOUR COPY.**

On some of the assignments there are many scriptures you can use on a cross reference, on some there are few! Develop the story in your own words, present a lesson that a whole family will find profitable as from God's word they seek "power for today." Use your liberties in research — write that good article I know you can.

We are deeply appreciative of your friendship and service in the kingdom. We ask your full, immediate and able aid in making this a "royal" issue.
ASSIGNMENTS

1. A King Deceived — Genesis 12:14-20 — Gary Freeman
2. The Hunting King — Genesis 10:8-9 — Bob Scott
3. The King Who Saluted Abraham — Genesis 14:18 — T. E. Byerby
4. The King Who Selected A Good Man — Genesis 41:38 — Tommy Rosenblum
5. The King Who Knew Not Joseph — Exodus 1:8 — Mike Sinapiades
6. An Ideal King — Proverbs 16:12-15 — Jim Swafford
7. A King With Two Hearts — I Samuel 10:9 — Russell Simmons
9. The King of Wisdom — I Kings 3:9 — Roger Flannery
10. The Enemy King God Strengthened — Judges 3:12 — Jay Channell
11. A King Who Had A Famous General — Judges 4:2 — Elmer Lusk
12. The Queen Who Fainted — I Kings 10:5 — Betty Ulroy
13. The King Who Started A Terrible Tradition — I Kings 12:27 — Don Pinto
15. The King With Two Influences — I Kings 15:1-7 — Doyle Chapin
16. The Queen The Son Removed — I Kings 15:15 — Vincent Gaskill
17. A King Who Tried To Mix Whiskey and Thrones — I Kings 16:9 — Larry Williams
18. That Horrible Queen — I Kings 16:31 — Charles J. Seabi
19. The King Who Was Remembered — II Samuel 9:5-7 — Fred Sibert
20. The King Who Married Wrong — II Kings 8:16-19 — Leroy Murphy
21. The King Who took The Wrong Advise — II Kings 8:27 — Eddie Couch
22. The King Who Was A Fast Driver
23. The King Who Went From Good to Bad — II Kings 14:1-20 — Leroy Carver
24. A 16 Year Old King — II Kings 14:21 — Clarence King
25. The King Who Followed a Bad Pattern — II Kings 14:23-24 — Ed Neely Cullom
26. A King For A Month — II Kings 15:4 — Jesse Clayton
27. The Leper King — II King 15:5 — L. V. Pfeifer
28. The King That Collected — II Kings 15:19 — Jack Wilhelm
29. The King Who Stopped Too Soon — II Kings 15:35 — Leon Sanderson
30. The King Who Became A Servant — II Kings 17:3 — Perry Cotham
31. The King Who Trusted God — II Kings 18:5 — Anita Johnson
32. King For 53 Years — II Kings 21:1 — Jim Cannon
33. The Boy King — II Kings 22:1 — Hulen Jackson
34. A King With A Short Opportunity — II Kings 8:24 — Fred Friend
35. The Mother Of A King — II Kings 24:8 — Gordon Ricketts
36. The King Babylon Made — II Kings 24:17 — Joe Hacker
37. The King Killed In His Sleep — II Samuel 4:6 — E. L. Davis
38. The King With Convictions — II Chronicles 20:3 — Bobby Richardson
40. The Big-Headed King — Ezekiel 30:21 — John Allen Chalk
41. A King The Shook His Fist At God's City — Isaiah 10:32 — Gordon Ricketts
42. A King Who Was Considerate of a Prophet — Jeremiah 39:13-14 — Winston Tines
43. The King With The Troubled Dream — Daniel 2:31 — Johnny Leete
44. The queen of Modesty — Esther 1:12 — Prentice Meadow, Jr.
45. The queen of the Proper Moment — Esther 2:1 — Dean Beagle
46. The King Who Saved A People — Esther 6:1 — Garvin Smith
47. The King Who Sent Israel Home — Ezra 1:1-4 — Rex Kyker
48. The King Who Did Not Profit Even From Wise Men — Matthew 2:1 —
   Barclay Riley
49. The King Who Was Afraid They Could Call Him "Chicken" — Mark 6:26
   Shelia Austin
50. The Proud King — Acts 12:23 — Hobart Ashby
51. The Queen of Vengeance — Mark 6:17 — Myron Keith
52. The Queen Who Had A Famous Treasurer — Acts 8:27 — Charles R. Breuer
54. The Queen Who Knew Better — Acts 26:30-32 — Morgan Medina
55. The King of Kings — Daniel 2:26-21 — Jerry Hill
56. King Death — Romans 5:17 — Ed Sovell
57. The Kings of the East — Revelation 16:12 — Jay Smith
58. The Kings of the Earth -- Revelation 17:2 -- W. B. West, Jr.

59. King Jesus -- Matthew 2:2 -- Virgil Bentley

60. You, Christian, Are A King -- Revelation 1:6 -- Mary Alice Richards